Impurity-dependent photoresponse properties in single CdSe nanobelt photodetectors.
Impurity-dependent photoresponse properties of semiconductor nanostructures are studied for the first time in the photodetectors (PDs) made from intrinsic (i-) and extrinsic n-type single CdSe nanobelts (NBs). Both ohmic and Schottky contact based CdSe NB PDs were studied. The sizes of i- and n- NBs were purposely chosen to be nearly identical to minimize the size-dependent effect. Our experimental results demonstrate that i-CdSe NBs are more suitable for fast and sensitive PD applications, while n-CdSe NBs are more advantageous for high-gain PD applications. The different photoresponse properties result mainly from the impurity induced traps inside the CdSe NBs. This conclusion can be applicable to other semiconductor nanomaterials. Moreover, we have achieved short response/recovery times (∼15/31 μs) and a high photosensitivity (∼100) simultaneously from the i-CdSe NB PDs under a 3500 Hz pulsed illumination. This may be the best reported result so far in the effort of getting fast speed and high photosensitivity simultaneously from nanostructure based PDs for practical applications.